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Oshkosh Truck Corporation is a leading designer, manufacturer and marketer of a broad range of 
commercial, fire and emergency, and military trucks and truck bodies. Oshkosh is a diversified 

industrial company whose brands, Oshkosh, McNeilus, Pierce and Medtec, hold strong market positions. 

To explore your opportunities with Oshkosh Truck Corporation, stop by our booth at 
Career Connection on January 30, 2002 or sign up at your placement office to interview 
during our campus visit on February 25 and 26, 2002. 

Send resume and cover letter to: E-mail: jobline@oshtruck.com 
Fax: 920-233-9268 

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. 
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/. Large Advances on a Small Scale ~~ 4 Monkey See, Monkey Glow? 
ik Nanotechnology has quickly developed into a - "Researchers at the Wisconsin Regional Primate 

very beneficial science, but questions arise as Center have successfully engineered the birth of 
to how far scientists should go. genetically modified rhesus monkeys 
By Sam Strom containing a glowing jellyfish gene. 

/ . By Eric Vieth 
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By Shana Sheiber David Shaw, a freshman on campus, marks the 
‘ F ‘ fifth generation of Shaws that have attended 
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"The researchers at the W. M. Keck Lab for By Amanda Andrew 

Functional Brain Imaging and Behavior are 
trying to discover the fundamental brain 

processes behind emotions. . . ‘ . 
BY Joel Waster T& Engineering Ethics 

~~ Ethics plays a crucial role in both society and 

“ah . . the classroom. What can be done, in an ethical 
» ©) CD Burners: A Hot Commodity sense, to prevent chaos? 
~~ CD burners are quickly becoming popular in the By Andrew Wentland 

field of media and computers. 
By Aaron Bock 
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7 ~ Professional Engineering Organizations | a ane 9 
, / 2 vente With the emergance of three new video game 
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wanted" your major at Career Connections? 
Take heart, lonely engineer; engineering 

professional organizations may provide the 
solution to your occupational blues. 
By Ellen Considine 
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Ryan Sydnor Greg Joseph Karen Mandl Writing Editors 

Greg Joseph 
Ryan: Let me share with you something I often find myself pondering. Undergraduate design Karen Mandl 

courses see engineering students doing something they don’t do in other engineering courses: Ryan Sydnor 
engineering things. It's a brilliant concept, and I think the design courses complement the Asst. - Nathan Estep 
“non-engineering” engineering courses quite nicely. 

Photography Editor 
Anyone who has taken one of these design courses knows that merely completing a proto- Renee Weinberger 
type—let alone a prototype that works—is an extraordinary achievement. Almost unheard Asst. - Gene Chyou 
of. You do your best to stumble through the design process as a pseudo-engineer, spending 
a large portion of your time trying to find real engineers to help you make something better Production Editors 
than a Lego model. Although you may have no idea what you're doing, you take comfort in Bruce Blunt 
the fact that you're being trained to become a "real" engineer—i.e., one who knows how to Ben Hackel 
engineer things. 

Business Manager 
Unfortunately, however, there are clearly many "real" engineers out there who don’t know Ji Choe 
how to engineer things any better than do the fumbling undergraduates. Not to debase the 
field, but the world is teeming with the creations of engineers who managed to get hired Advertising Managers 
despite the fact that they can’t even use a ruler correctly. Take the average public restroom as Nick Mueller 
an example. Since no one could figure out how to make an effective towel dispenser, they Mike Vogel 
came up with the innovative electric hand dryer. Not only does this engineering marvel fail 
to completely dry your hands, but it forces you to wait patiently to not have your hands Web Managers 
dried. If you're like me, you also love it when a gob of soap falls to the floor after you remove Darcy Grunwald 
your hand from beneath the dispenser. And if you ever intend to get more than one piece of Asst. - Dan Klein 
one-ply toilet paper at a time, you might as well just give up on going to the bathroom alto- 
gether. I could rant about restroom technology for pages, but I think you get my point. Do Polygon Staff 
Journalism majors think about stuff like that in the bathroom? Juliana 

Greg: Ah, no. I’m usually too busy wondering what's wrong with the guy staring at the hand Business Staff 
dryer or the soap dispenser muttering about design flaws and whatnot. Actually, I hate Amanda Engler 
electric dryers — if there’s no paper towel available, I just end up wiping my hands on my Chris Luty 
shirt. I suppose if I were a good engineer (or an engineer at all, for that matter), I could Charlie Sieb 
fashion some kind of hamster-powered artificially intelligent hand-drying device that would 
seat four, comfortably. But I can’t, so it’s the damp shirt for me. Circulation Manager 

, . . oo . . . . Roberto Setiawidjaya Speaking of design flaws, I was waiting in the spittle-freezing cold one morning witha dozen 
or so of my peers ata bus stop, and once, twice, and then for a third time a Metro bus went by, 
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full. I suppose I could have walked, but there remained that sliver of hope that a bus would STAFF - CONT. 

soon appear from around the corner, warm and empty. Eventually one did come, but of 

course I was already late. It’s just so frustrating that they can’t alter their bus routes or add Archiving Project 

a bus or two to alleviate this problem. Oh, and when you wait thirty minutes at night for a Apichart Santipiromkul 

bus only to have three busses, all going to the same place, come at the same time — that’s just 

wonderful. Too bad Metro has a monopoly on the bus market — a little competition could Photographers 

do them some good. Carl Calhoun 
Meg Cox 

On another note, of course the school is going to produce some people who are grossly Carl Edquist 

under qualified for their jobs. At least in the classes I’ve taken, your grade is determined Hollie Engesether 

more by your skills in getting things in on time than your grasp of the subject. It seems Photography (Cont) 

somewhat different in engineering, but at least for me, I’m being convinced more and more Mike Ethier 

that the real learning is done once you graduate or through extracurricular activities. But Nick Hanson 

then again, that was the impression I had in high school - that I was just preparing myself Jenny Krueger 

to really learn in college. Perhaps it will soon change for the better. I still have some time Jon Newell 

here, yet. What about you, Karen — has college treated you as you had expected? Justin Novshek 

Jen Rowland 

Karen: I don’t think anyone expects the kind of problem sets I have received so far in my college Bill Skovsted 

career. But they will help me be a good engineer, right? Well... Josh Worisek 

One of the things I was told in my freshman pre-engineering course was that being an Production Staff 

engineering student teaches you nothing about being an actual engineer. We are not being Stefanie Clausen 

told the solutions to problems; we are being taught how to solve problems with hopes that Jeff Craven 

we will solve the world’s problems later in life. Although there is some satisfaction in Ryan Curtiss 

finally arriving at the same answer that is in the back of the book, the most rewarding Geoff Daily 

experiences for me have been when I am able to apply my knowledge, and I end up learn- Kylie Fredrickson 

ing even more in the process. Nathan King 

. . . . . Jeff Nelson 
For example, I would have laughed hysterically if my boss at my internship this summer Steven Noto 

had handed me a list of equations and variables on the first day. Instead, I was told a Katie Orgish 

problem the department was having with a process and asked if I could figure out a way to Kristen Petruzzi 

fix it. Even though I did reference a textbook to see how temperature affected the flow of Diana Rapp 

the process and if certain bacteria grew under specified conditions, it was not the textbook Leslié Stachowiale 

that helped me solve the problem. It was critical thinking skills. And while those engineer- Scott Weisberg 

ing courses can help you get started, it is our out of class experiences that fine-tune those B 
: : ; mh rooke Wentland 

skills. It kind of makes me wonder if I really want to spend all that’ time on those crazy 

problem sets. Maybe I should work on designing better bathroom technology instead. Advertising Staff 

Nick Dow 

Ryan: Please do. Hilary Edmondson 
= Martin Ekaputra 

Rob Kline 
Jenny Krueger 

Le - Jon Lipp 
oY y Katie Orgish 

Allison Wittmer 
| 

‘ Web Staff 
Geoff Daily 
Mike Ferguson 
Manisha Ghorai 

/ Whey Han Tan 
Jamie Olbrantz 

/ Andrew Podevels 

(SED Mary Savig 
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: OS Hendry Wong 
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‘The Wisconsin Engineer magazine, a charter member of the Engineering College Magazines Associated, is published by and for engineering students at UW-Madison. Philosophies and opinions expressed 
in this magazine do not necessarily reflect those of the College of Engineering and its management. All interested students have an equal opportunity to contribute to this publication. 
Faculty Advisor: Susan Hellstrom Publisher: iMAGESETTER, Madison, WI 
Correspondence: Wisconsin Engineer Magazine, Mechanical Engineering Building, 1513 University Ave., Madison, WI 53706. Phone (608) 262-3494 
E-mail: wiscengr@cae.wiscedu, Web address: http:/ /www.wisconsinengineer.org 
The Wisconsin Engineer is published four times yearly in September, November, February, and April by the Wisconsin Engineering Journal Association. Subscription is $10 for one year. All material in this 
publication is copyrighted. 
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By Sam Strom To take you back to chemistry class, capil- when not in contact with the real walls. 
ary action isa property of water. Itinvolves Hence, they call the resultant liquid-gas con- 

t seems that everything today is either putting a small diameter glass tube into _ tact virtual walls. 
getting larger or smaller. We have 100- water. Because of the water’s attraction for 

I inch televisions and pocketsized com- _ the glass and the desire of the water to mini- Another article published in Nature magazine 
puters. One field of study is getting larger mize its surface area, there are two forces dealt with hydrogel structures acting as both 
but consists of very small things: pulling on the water. These opposing forces sensors and controllers that automatically 
nanotechnology. cause the water to creep up the side of the __ route fluids based on their chemical proper- 

tube creating a “U” shape called the menis- _ ties. This article describes the finding that 
For everyone who forgot their prefixes of — cus. Keep in mind that this is true with tubes hydrogel structures react faster in tiny chan- 
the powers of ten, nano- signifies 10°. visible to the human eye. Using a pipe with nels than in macroscopic channels. 
Nanotechnology works with structures on a diameter of nanometers would only in- 
the nanometric scale. This is nota new field. _ crease the capillary effect. Beebe is also a co-founder of the company 
In 1959, physicist Richard Feynman gave a Vitae, founded in 2000 and located in Madi- 
talk on the subject of miniaturization. Inhis Beebe has collaborated with colleagues atthe son. Vitae uses micro-scale engineering to 
speech he noted, "The principles of phys- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
ics, as far as I can see, do not speak against _ to publish nine papers on their findings. One ee Se 
the possibility of maneuvering things atom was published in Science magazine. The re- “ . . . 
by atom.” Though people ies been hint- search involved a pathway constructed of The biological cell is the 
ing at nanotechnology for decades, ithas not — two regular walls and two “virtual walls.” Holy Grail” 
been an active field since scientists have not They studied the effects of different rc —_—_.....|""|]}][]" 
taken full advantage of the tools provided _ sures by the virtual walls and various liq- 
through advanced engineering. Today, sci-_ uid-gas reactions on the flow. They have produce products for use with cells and 
entists are using the tools and developeda way to pattern the top and bot- embryos. These devices provide alternatives 
nanotechnology is booming. tom of microchannels, which allows them to to growing and maintaining female eggs and 

direct fluid anywhere in the channel—even embryos in petri dishes. This new technology 
Nanotechnology is becoming so popular 
that some people are suggesting it should . 7 saa 
have its own major at universities. Others | Ee ter Se oo 
feel the subject an broad to be narrowed | a) - : ae cok a oo Foe 7 oe 
down to a specific curriculum. - ay i= - Sp to / i ee — 

Nanotechnology includes areas from phys- erm ai Lptange® | Ay SS pe 
ics, engineering, biology, and chemistry. Pe a | er | 4 oe - es yl foo 
Some think taking all of these individual | 7 AB 7] > @ ei 
fields and condensing them into one major | wid (a 1 p Te “i | 8 I ee Bae a < fe re | A would be an arduous task.  .. ay aS | - iC Le Pu i ee ee ae - | Be ; . Ros Bae a > A ig Associate Professor David Beebe of the UW- a a l= _& py El oy 
Madison Biomedical Engineering Depart- i ) ee « a 42 ee = PI ro | 
ment conducts research in nanotechnology. | |. _  - = vm Sa ‘: - a (J sl 
“[The] lab mainly works at the interface be- | _ —— \ _ =< Lae _ ee le , tween the micro and nano worlds using Ho  ~Se ] . . CU ve ey 
microfluidics.” Beebe studies the nano- | ees ao —_— Any y 
scale events contained within microfluids | (~“ E Ra 2 oa hess 
by running fluids through pipes with the oe ane: : fra | A eS 
diameter of a human hair. This has sig- [ [Sy _—- 2 
nificance because there are certain things | 7 ee : be > je 
that work at this scale but do not work at | a i 5 5 
the human scale. One example of this is © - , 2 
capillary action. Assistant Professor David Beebe has published numerous papers on 

nanotechnology and co-founded the Madison-based company Vitae. 

ees eee eee 
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yields a higher success rate than the conven- distribution, and safety. One scientific issue References: 

tional petri dish method. Vitae has already _ they are concerned with is the biological cell. “About Vitae.” [Online] Available: http:// 

garnered awards for its advances. The biological cell is an artificial cell with all www.vitaelle.com/about.vitae.html. 

of the capabilities of a regular cell, the most 

Early in 2000, President Clinton announced _ significant of which is self-replication. Beebe, D. J., J. S. Moore, J. M. Bauer, Q. Yu, 

the creation of the National Nanotechnology R. H. Liu, C. Devadoss, B-H. Jo, "Functional 

Initiative (NNI). The importance of this ini-_ The idea of a self-replicating machine like _ structures for autonomous flow control in- 

tiative is evident in the $450 million budget _ the biological cell has aroused fear in many. _ side micro fluidic channels," Nature, Vol. 404, 

Last year, Bill Joy, chief scientist for Sun pp. 588-590, 2000. 

S_—_——"———_ Microsystems, expressed his concern with 

i ; 7 nano-robots. With their ability to self-repli- “Nanotechnology: the Coming Revolution 

Early in 2000, President Clinton cate, he felt these robots might have the ca- Molecular Manufacturing.” [Online] Avail- 

announced the creation of the pacity to take over the world. He suggested able: http://www.foresight.org/NanoRev/ 

National Nanotechnology we halt development of nanotechnology for — index.html. 
itiati i this reason. 

Initiative (NNI). The IMPOP Stix, Gary. “Little Big Science.” Scientific 

tance of this initiative is Many believe halting the development of American, September 2001. 

evident in the $450 million nanotechnology would be a big mistake. 

budget allotted for it Nanotechnology is useful due to its large Zhao, B.,J.S. Moore and D. J. Beebe, "Surface- 

. capabilities on such a small, normally inac- directed liquid flow inside microchannels," 

cessible scale. The biological cell could — Science, Vol. 291, pp. 1023-1026, 2001. 
change the face of science itself. As Beebe put 

allotted for it. Professor Beebe was recently __ it, “The biological cell is the Holy Grail.” Interview, David Beebe conducted over the 

appointed to the National Research Council phone on 10/12/01. 

(NRC) NNI Review Panel. This isa group of | Nanotechnology deals with interesting and 

12 to 16 people who review the field of possibly revolutionary topics. Everything Author Bio: This is the second article in 

nanotechnology in the United States. from miniature robots to artificial cells could the Wisconsin Engineer magazine for Sam 

be created. With its broad scope, all of the Strom. Sam is a freshman at UW-Madison 

The NRC is in charge of overseeing this ini- capabilities of nanotechnology are not yet and is currently in the Pre-Engineering pro- 

tiative for the White House and Congress. known. We have only hada glimpse of what — gram. He is planning to pursue a bachelor’s 

They review such issues as ethics, money _ working at such a small scale can do for us. degree in Computer Engineering. 
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Providing Powerful Solutions 

By Shana Scheiber audience interaction with a computer simu- ae 7 a 2 
a a lation. The simulation mathematically took | — 

ave you ever wondered if there isa into account each of the four above-men- - — 
Hi of an energy shortage here _ tioned concerns. Lo oo kb e| 

in Wisconsin? Or if we could ever boo -hLUmLUmUCmOm 
have roaming blackouts like California? If |The conference also discussed the pros and | CT 
you have ever contemplated these questions _cons of all feasible energy sources and how | | ae 7p | 
or been interested in learning about energy each of them correlated with the four major i. ae - _ Fo 
sources Wisconsin uses or plans on using, concerns. Energy sources Wisconsin is al- ee a _ i 8 
you would have thoroughly enjoyed Power- ready utilizing include: conventional coal, _ 7 [_ - oo 
ing Wisconsin, a conference hosted by We the natural gas, nuclear, hydroelectric, wind tur- | Fe — | ee 
People/Wisconsin at Monona Terrace on _ binesand solar photovoltaic. Clean coal com- ee ee oe 
September 24, 2001. bustion and biomass are two potential fu- a f\ a . Cl 

ture energy sources. Clean coal combustion \, = | 
Powering Wisconsin focused on making sure _ is a new way to burn coal more efficiently , | Bos 
Wisconsin has an adequate, reliable, afford- with fewer emissions. Biomass-produced | . : 
able and environmentally safe supply of en- _ energy uses organic materials such as saw- ; . x 
ergy. The conference did this through both — dust to produce energy without emitting any ' g 
panel discussions between topic experts and net carbon dioxide, a harmful greenhouse gas. ' 2 

Tom Stills, President of We : edt iaamillae| 
the People/Wisconsinand [9 = ¢ i 5 
Associate Editor of the Wis- 2 
consin State Journal, con- Wind power is a viable alternative to 

‘ ceived Powering Wisconsin non-renewable power sources 
ae in November 2000. He 

4 3 wanted to give the people _ conference in the organization’ history. 
] - of Wisconsin the chance to 

. actively learn about the Throughout the morning of the conference, 
ee choices and challenges the _ people attended informational sessions to fa- 

: a state will face in the near _ miliarize themselves with potential chal- 
- 3 future. The mission of the _ lenges and solutions concerning the ever-in- 

" conference was”...tospark — creasing energy demands of Wisconsin. The 
2 a statewide discussion two morning presentations included “How 

f ; about Wisconsin’s energy _ the System Works” by Roy Thilly of Wiscon- 
1 future with the help of a sin Public Power and “Power Sources” by 

, t computer simulator that — Susan Stratton of Wisconsin Public Utility In- 
: gave people a range of _ stitute. There was a panel discussion with 

Pipe choices to balance,” stated the audience after each presentation. Dur- 
Stills. ing lunch, there was an interesting presen- 

a tation entitled “Resources from Space: A 
Pe ae me alk We the People/Wisconsin Universe of Energy Potential,” given by 
ve i iy fh as x normally hosts around Harrison Schmitt, Professor at UW-Madi- / a lr a @ four conferences a year, son, former astronaut and researcher of 

lie |, a a) fa 2 with topics ranging from _helium-3 (a potential energy source found 
Lee | a a Penal A 8 a 4 % politics to public health on the moon). 2 m “fl ean loa zs fury eapprs care. Stills also stated that 

ee a a. : § the 250 conference attend- In the afternoon, attendees broke up into 
a |? ees at Powering Wisconsin small groups and participated in Citizens’ 

A coal-powered plant billows smoke. Can more Madison made it the second largest ~Choice—a computer simulation based on a 

residents get powered by alternative sources? 
eee eIeEeEeEeIIeeeeeOEOEOEOEEooe 
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governor-issued energy plan for Wisconsin We glee ae gi 

involving a predicted 3% growth in electric- 4 No a ee 

ity demand over the next 15 years. a a ae 

os oe, ire 
The exercise gave everyone at the conference ee ae X 4 

a chance to come up with his or her own [7 os =e ae ‘ om ee Lope 4 | 

solutions to significant future energy prob- bales oy CN Pe a. aT. Oe ad wi Tol 

lems. The goal of the computer simulation, i = ey Rae. ~ <— at agit ao a 

programmed by Paul Meier, a Ph.D. student ela teil ta a Ye “i 

at the Institute for Environmental Studies, eget a? £ a Pi 

was “to become a tool which facilitates pub- r : ae = y a ? ¥ at | 

lic evolvement in state’s electricity decisions o Ss re a L =e \ ; 

and educates the public on Wisconsin’s elec- . 4 : deol oe  ~ oh ms 4 , 

tricity system.” Meier’s program took into . | i . arg eg OT 

account the public’s desires for affordable e 3. 8 “ § “or <a (| , hel ee i 

energy with a low level of pollutants. al wey = ~ es \4 ee a. ee 

The Powering Wisconsin conference success- fs aa ; A] ie iJ —— ‘a c, 

fully educated people on each of its initial a ] oa, i : 

goals: making sure Wisconsin has an ad- a ' | Abia 

equate, reliable, affordable and environmen- . ee a le s 

tally safe supply of energy. 4 ge ee a “ S 

«| ae : 
Author Bio: Shana Scheiber is a graduat- " 2 " or . ; % 

ing senior majoring in Mechanical Engineer- a“ 1. ay “S fs 

ing. She would like to note that electric utili ie a i 5 

ties in Wisconsin are projecting a zero prob- . / ™ = —-—€“« ee 

ability for power blackouts in upcoming years. Hydroelectric dams like this one indeed are low emission but nevertheless can 
destroy aquatic ecosystems. 
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Get Involved... Build Your Resume... Meet Students of All Majors... 

Contact us at wiscengr@cae.wisc.edu 

Check us out on the web at www.wisconsinengineer.org 

Join us on Wednesday, January 23, 

and every other Wednesday Night at 

7:00 PM in 1227 Engineering Hall! 
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a a ae ey >. } 
Y Tew 4 i Emotion to Science =a -* 
eee Te _ ¢ 4) oe 
i coe Yl ee 
aaa i ie eel elds 

es ES Mc 

Cee bd 8 By Joel Wagner as people call it—but really a lot of our |g Wa ' 3 
a — — —. decisions in life and the way we behave are Aslaewi fa MRI 

euroscience is undergoing a bit of — governed by our emotions.” Johnstone sum- Side NieW ofa scan. 
a revolution. Over the past 15 years, marizes, “We're interested in understand- 
neuroscientists have begun to see ing better what the neural and brain mecha- One current project involves studying the 

brain processes not only as cognitive nisms are underlying our emotions... emo- neural mechanisms of individuals’ resilience 
processes, but also as significant emotional tional decisions... [and] emotional judgment.” in the face of adversity. They measure brain 
processes.' Researchers at the W. M. Keck activity with the magnetic resonance —_ im- 
Lab for Functional Brain Imaging and — aging (MRI) scanner and electroencephalo- 
Behavior, located in the Waisman Center, are “ «in the next 20 or 30 years gram (EEG) equipment during exposure to 
adding to the revolution by studying the there’s going to be an explo- affective stimuli. These methods allow re- 
impact of emotions on brain function. " . searchers to see the difference between the 

sion of understanding of how functional and structural makeup of the 
The emotional perspective the brain works” brains of resilient versus less resilient 

individuals. Another study focuses on the 
Tom Johnstone, Ph.D. in Psychology, is a sources of anxiety disorders. This involves 
postdoctoral researcher at the Keck Lab. Dr. Through this research, the Keck Labalsohas observation of which portions of the 
Johnstone explains, “We've come to the a role helping individuals with specificemo- _ patient’s brain are activated by stimuli 
realization over the last 15 years in particu- __ tion related disorders, ranging from anxiety _ before and after treatment. In many of their 
lar that emotions and emotional processes, disorder to autism.2 By examining the men- analyses, researchers have individuals do the 
what are called affective processes, play a tal processes associated with these clinical same tasks with both EEG and MRI in order 
much greater role in our mental lives than conditions, the researchers hope to provide _ to unite the best aspects of the two methods.! 
previously thought. We're not just drivenby better diagnoses and treatment for people 
dry cognitive processes—rational thinking — suffering from them. How is the research done? 

—_ — a : —_ The Keck Lab has three primary re- 
a he Se ae Te search devices: the magnetic reso- 

le eg he he =a nance imaging (MRI) scanner 
| a eo ; i where functional MRI is performed, 

ys ) — ‘ \ the positron emission tomography 
| Ft ie / f° : 4 j (PET) scanner and electroencepha- 
E - a i a rT / ) / logram (EEG) equipment. 

ie aa | tae | el 
— id — “ ol The key component of the MRI scan- 
ate ee x = a a ner is the huge, ring-shaped mag- i si A a a ane a i + net that surrounds the individual as 
[a ren al ie he or she is rolled ona platform into 
sig ine. - am eg genase : : oad 1 A the scanner. The magnet generates 
et a - 5 ~ a magnetic field with a force of 
fe 4 a Es : three Teslas, or about 30,000 times 
a : oo Pa % i , the earth’s magnetic field.' 

i je ee i. i The MRI measures brain activity Pal 7 “4 ele " A % i 4 1 Faas 5 through magnetism. The blood sur- 
: ae, ’ Pa [= rounding the brain is what interests 

ea aa oo a ba s _ theresearchers. The magnetic prop- 
ite i =) = erties of blood molecules change 
a a 5 with the amount of oxygen present. 
= ll = After the magnetic field of the scan- 
A portion of a full MRI scan from the top (upper left) to the bottom of the brain (lower right) = "°" aligns all of the maeneue mel: of the writing editor, Ryan Sydnor . ecules in the same direction, the 
e—_cvnk ks Tn 

00000 eeeDeeoqgsgsceeeeeoeeoea 
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time required for blood molecules to return _ of scientific fields, including neuroscience, interdisciplinary atmosphere. Perhaps in the 

to their original positions depends on _ psychiatry, psychology, physics, engineer- coming years we will see that emotions and 

whether or not they are bound to oxygen. _ ing and statistics.'In addition to the profes- the pure sciences are more related than origi- 

The MRI detects these differences toforman _ sional researchers, undergraduate students, nally thought. 

image of neural activity. By first taking an graduate students, post-doctoral fellows and 

anatomical scan of the brain and then super- clinical interns play important roles in the lab. Dr. Richard Davidson, Director of the Keck 

imposing scans of neural activity, research- Lab, concludes, “Research on the integrative 

ers are able to create a comprehensive im- Pathway to discovery functions of the brain and the manner in 

age of the brain. Since active portions of the which the brain subserves higher mental 

brain require more oxygenated blood, re- By combining incredible facilities with — functions is burgeoning today, and I expect 

searchers can detect which portions of the equally amazing individuals in a research _ that the Keck Lab at Wisconsin will be among 

brain are activated by certain stimuli.' field that has much left to be learned, the _ the leading laboratories in the world in this 

Keck Lab is on a pathway to discovery. “I important research area.” 

The Keck MRI scanner is used exclusively _ think this is really a blossoming area of 

for research, whereas the PET scanner is used __research.... We're for the first time starting For more information on affective neuro- 

for both clinical diagnoses and research. The science at UW-Madison, visit 

PET scanner detects minute levels of radio }=~————— http://psyphz.psych.wisc.edu/html/main.htm. 

active isotopes that are introduced into the “Through this research, the Roferenc 

body intravenously or inhaled as a gas. cperences: 
Although more ‘nvesive than MRI, the ar Keck Lab also has a role 1-Interview conducted with Dr. Heather 

scanner can provide detailed information helping individuals with Urry and Dr. Tom Johnstone, Oct. 16, 2001 

about the biochemistry of the brain. The specific emotion related en ee with Dr. Richard 

iE mumpontitoncedlinatetiat euanlas mes disorders, ranging from anxi- 3-http://cweb.loc.gov/loc/brain/proclaim.html 

isotopes for the PET procedure.' ety disorder to autism. 

en 

The EEG lab is used to obtain high- Author Bio: Joel Wagner is a freshman ma- 

resolution electrical information that to geta real understanding of how the brain _ joringin Chemical Engineering and Biochem- 

complements data obtained from the MRI works, and how it governs not only seem- istry. He has an avid interest in neuroscience, 

and PET scans. A net-like cap of 256 elec- ingly simple things, like how we see objects, particularly in the biochemistry behind emo- 

trodes, each of which has a small piece of | but how we actually understand what those _ tions and the development of human thought. 

foam that makes direct contact to the patient’s objects are and the rel- 

head, is used to detect neural activity.’ evance of those objects ial 

to our lives, and emo- 5 Ff . . 

Each of these three methods measures brain tion plays a very big | 3 Mechanical Engineers 

activity: in a unique way. Researchers are part of that,” states p 2 Greenheck Fan Corporation, a worldwide leader in the 

working to combine the advantages of each Johnstone. The future | | design, manufacture, and distribution of air movement and 

method to more accurately examine the in- looks promising for gmt | control equipment, has exciting career opportunities in the 

tricacies of neural functioning. This three- neuroscience. In 1990, a. v7 Wausau, WI area for people who are looking to make an 

pronged approach is the most significant President George Bush e 7 immediate impact working for a company which has been 

attribute of the Keck Lab. Heather Urry, Sr. proclaimed the 90’s = genwing sean) sae ibs. sncephon’5) years 480: Oe 
Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology, is a as the “Decade of the cf sontinue | growth a ows us to offer a multitude ee career ; 

. . . opportunities for those with the drive to excel. We have the 

postdoctoral fellow with the Department of — Brain.’”* What was dis- a following opportunities for mechanical engincers: 

Psychology. She explains, “We have mul- covered in the 90’s was 

tiple methods that all get at different things only a piece of the | os e Product Engineer 

which we can use incombination. MRI gives puzzle. As Dr. ar. : . 

great spatial resolution and relies on the in- Johnstone points out, ss ° Manufacturing Engineer 

herent magnetic properties of our tissues. “There’s enormous po- oO e Sales Engineer 

PET gives us an absolute measure of meta- tential, and I think in th y 8 
& o , ie __ 

bolic rate in exchange for its more invasive next 20 or 30 years mma | Greenheck is a privately held employee-owned company 

nature. EEG affords us the ability to resolve there’s going to be an = through its employee stock ownership plan. We offer a 

very fast processes, and, with source local- explosion of under- J competitive salary and an excellent benefit package. If you 

ization techniques, can provide reasonable standing of how the ) are looking for an exciting beginning to your career, please 

spatial resolution too. I think it’s great that — brain works.” f- stop by our booth at the Career Connection ‘01 on 
- 5 sa math. ne) Tuesday, September 18. If unable to attend the Career 

we can actually use all three olthose meth . 7 Connection, send resume to: Greenheck Fan Corporation, 

ods to really get at the different properties Rather than looking at apt | P.O. Box 410, Schofield, WI 54476. Job Line: (715) 355- 

of the brain that we’re interested in.” cognitive processes and Ay | 2401. Email: mark.berg@greenheck.com. KOE 

emotions as separate en- } 

A broad range of talent tities, neurological re- i www.greenheck.com 
search is revealing the 

The Keck Lab houses a very wide range of _ interconnectedness of 

individuals who contribute to the advances _ brain activity. This uni- GREENHECK 

made. UW-Madison faculty and other pro- fication of concepts is ® 

fessionals contribute expertise from a range _ also reflected in the lab’s The Solution Company. 

—————e_qxqq»,» eee 
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CD Burners: Uu : 

A Hot Commodity 

By Aaron Bock CDs. Many people see CD burners asacon- Increased demand has driven prices down, 
~ _ a venient way to solve this problem. and some burners on the market now cost 

Ithough compact dises first debuted under $200. In addition, blank CDs are 
A the public market in the mid In addition, CDs continue to be the most readily available for $1-2 each, compared to 

1980s, CD recording hardware was common media for audio data. Owners of nearly $10 for a single Zip™ disk. 
not available until recently. Since then, CD | CD burners are taking advantage of this by 
recorders (commonly known as burners) _ creating their own CDs with their choice of | The variation in cost of blank CDs is due to 
have become so popular that they are now the fact that two types exist: recordable (CD- 
standard in most new personal computer—_§_ ——————. R) and rewritable (CD-RW). While the lat- 
packages. Despite this new trend of hard- A 3.5 inch floppy disk holds ter are slightly more expensive, they are also 
ware, many people, including those who own more versatile. Rewritable discs can be 
them, are unaware of how CD burners work. only 1.44 megabytes (MB) of erased and rewritten after data has been 

data, a standard CD holds burned to them. When data is burned to a 
The popularity of CD burners can be attrib- about 650 MB. Even a normal CD-R, however, it remains there perma- 
uted to several factors. First of all, compact «TM ae nently. Therefore, while more expensive, 
discs hold considerably higher amounts of Zip™ disk holds only 100 MB. CD-RWs are more economic as they allow 
data than their predecessors. Whereas a 3.5 the 'recycling' of disks. 
inch floppy disk holds only 1.44 megabytes) 
(MB) of data, a standard CD holds about 650 audio tracks. With the added rise of MP3s, As the costs of the two types differ slightly, 
MB. Even a normal Zip™ disk holds only — music fans are extending their CD libraries so do their compositions. Compact discs are 
100 MB. The ever-increasing size of filesand to new levels. constructed in layers of several different ma- 
computer programs severely limits the terials. Ina CD-R, the first layer is usually a 
amount and type of data that can be trans- Another factor promoting the popularity of — scratch-resistant coating. The second layer 
ferred between computers without using this hardware is its relative inexpensiveness. _ is made of an ultraviolet-cured lacquer. The 

next layer (about 50-100 nanometers (nm) 
- — thick) consists of 24K gold or a silver colored 
: : Do 1 i alloy, which accounts for the shiny reflective 
ue 7 ey x Ea) ee surface of the disc. Below that lies a layer of 

Hy 1 i a | - | organic polymer dye, which contains the ac- 
i Mt) ey aie yg -—__} tual data. Finally, a layer of polycarbonate i Tl Py re sd a co li substrate (the plastic layer) completes the 

we een ee : Il structure. In CD-RWs, all layers are essen- 
= a, = a g ‘3 Ee : HI tially the same, except that layers of dielec- 

° Se @ @ 9 iy i Be ohnd ‘ tric lie directly oh and below the layer of 
OE? iu Oe ea = organic polymer dye. ; ) at Cie ce ianit eee seme ie ‘| 8 poly: yy 

a ~ 2 > ‘ i This organic polymer dye is the region where 
a H IBD, data is stored. A distinct pattern of small 
So a | raised and lowered areas (called lands and 

\ . =| , I pits) is imprinted on the dye layer. Each pit 
bE: SA ln EE od ———,<| _ is between 0.83 and 3.56 jim long, 125 nm 

i. eT ew i a : dh ron gal deep, and 0.5 um wide. Not coincidentally, 
ey AR LF . few london gas no i] the wavelength of green light is also about De 2 we £7 ey HH) 05um, whichaccounts for the green col uae PA AE % Py Mth.) Gy Tea Yo ae ae | & .5 um, which accounts for tl e green co lored 
7 = ay a" [tien ,., ace l (a | a 3 ee see ba = ne s The pits 

es | ot SE ie | | eee ak, a s onthe dye layer reflect the laser beam bac’ 
sy — S| ort Tape ES t LT t = onto an optical sensor in a series of pulses 
nd ia. = me soy) a | aw |3 according to the pattern of pits. The pulse 

a _ ik: ee = mM 7 |& pattern is then sent through a signal ampli- 
re eas ‘ —— 2 U gS fier and subsequently an audio speaker. 

CD burners are more popular than ever, and can be found at electronic stores. 
enn — eee —  eeeeee—— —n nk eee eee SSS SE 
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Although all CDs work in this manner, sev- are not yet commonplace on 
eral methods are used to create the landsand the market, even though 

pits. Standard audio CDs found in music DVDs are quickly overtaking 

stores are produced by an injection molding VHS cassettes as the most a 
process, where the mold presses the pattern common media for visual ps _ — 
of lands and pits into the disc. InCD burn- data. DVD burners' present a 
ers, a laser is used to burn the pits into the lack of popularity is mainly = 
polymer dye in the blank CD. These pits are due to their heavy price tag; a x 
burned into a pattern according to the de- couple thousand dollars. Ad- aa: | 
sired data to be recorded. ditionally, DVDs have not yet . — 

become popular enough to »D — 
While not presently as popular as theircom- raise a heavy demand for Sh 
pact disc counterparts, Digital Video Disc DVD recording hardware. . 4 
(DVD) burners interest media enthusiasts as | However, it is speculated that , _ 

well. These are analogous toCD burners and ___ they will become as common je oe] ~ 
work in much the same way. The one major as CD burners in the next . | | | 7 

couple years. By that time, it lp | pee) j 
-__o or" _ is likely that CD burners will Is : i | 

CDs continue to be the most °° 8 standard as personal Cin 
7 . computers are now. pa ie | bo 

common media for audio Ce 
data. Owners of CD burners ~ 
are taking advantage of this —_ author Bio: Aaron Bock is a ~ 
by creating their own CDs. first year senior majoring in . * 

Engineering Mechanics and g 
—_————————————— Astronautics. He wishes he = 

owned a CD burner, but is 8 

difference between the two is that the laser Presently too poor to purchase 8 
in a DVD burner uses a lower wavelength One: 8 
(about 635 nm). For this reason, CD burners There are two types of CDs that can be written on: 

cannot be used to burn DVDs. DVD burners recordable and rewritable. 

te ape Aye Bag . The Regent Apartments 

En Snore | ie | 9. LU slors KR i Oot 1 Madison, WI53711 
a — 608-258-4900 

WWW. dw fnZ 5 5 r. apariincrls 
of Z (Ze eer | > a re K . Ze a Ve " 

: aN Ae \ \On ron 

CME: aggro fo i\ CoN 
Se ee 
eee cee lanl MEG oo pete 

a feet, P *~ in i | | Suen 4i). Eis ~ & 
aaa: mL | It bl Be ah | HOPROPERT Ye ie ed aa os m 

S Providing quality engineering The Regent s 1 ers,you:_ ‘e 
f A oll A services to municipal, commercial, Paid utilities (iniclizding AC)". :24-Hour quiet study loungd 

; industrial, and governmental clients Fully furnighed 7) =, ©, |! ' 24-hour computer center 

Ua Tee since 1961. Complimentary housekéeping ,“; On+sité parking-available 
i h Our staff of technical professionals Academic year leases ‘ | Exciting social events 

CHITECI f ; On-site maintenance ! |. Penthouse sundeck ve 
works to develop engineering State-of-the-art fitness center ! # Great location to campitis A solutions that benefit our clients well re - Be 2 

Www. gasal.com into the future. We seek aggressive, Television me - ‘ya. Mdoor/outdoor we 

enthusiastic individuals with the Games réom oe Mo TE" s.r recrétition facilities 
( | | willingness to improve the future Breakfast buffet included Free local phone service 

through innovative engineering and Free Ethernet with our phone package 
vw" advanced science. as ae sa 

Milwaukee, WI * 414/259-1500 Call us today at | vig i Dl 

GRAEF ‘Madison, Wt * 608/242-1880 1-800-456-0223 Pig i qh - 
i Chicago (O'Hare), IL * 773/399-0112 Ec | 74 

L A i i nN Ay Chicago (Loop), IL * 312/939-7007 or -| iy one felis 
itvlattirmath . ety 4 ee alba CH Rania "7° rcemotnanen ten nso Stop in fora Tour! Kin} aims 1 
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7 Professional Engineering Organizations 

What Does Your pewonal 
p ional A 2 rofessional Ad Say“ 

By: Ellen Considine contacts they’ve made or the resumes _ neer who is black and enjoys metal casting 
they've built. The Wisconsin Engineer Maga- on weekends. You can’t decide whether to 

( LE seeking mentor, networking oppor- zine isa student organization where students join the American Society of Mechanical En- 
tunities, professional licensure, scholar- have an opportunity to participate insome- _ gineers (ASME), the National Society of 
ships. Interests include landslides,dam _ thing real. Editors and managers putinlong Black Engineers (NSBE) or the American 

safety, shoreline erosion. Long talks about hours without pay, and in some cases, no Foundry Society (AFS). 
channelization a plus. academic credit. Many keep coming back, 

semester after semester. Students love what _ So read each group’s mission statement. Go 
If you were to write a professional want ad, _ they’re learning and how much confidence to a meeting and learn about their goals. 
would it sound anything like this? Ifso, you it gives them. Decide where you feel most at home and 
are prime professional engineering organi- which group’s activities interest you the most. 
zation material. Engineering clubs seem Is there a professional organization for ME? 
geeky... really geeky. But this isn’t your high But I don’t know anyone at the club 

school physics club. There is a professional organization for meetings! 
nearly every field. For example, the Ameri- 

Why should | join a student engineering can Geological Institute (AGI) is really an Sure, it seems like a clique that doesn’t want 
society? association of 37 geoscience societies. If you strangers. But don’t hesitate to introduce 

have a special interest in dams, 

Many student engineering groups are affili-_ investigate the Association of SSS eS SS Ee ae 
ated with national organizations like the State Dam Safety Officials iz a 
Society for Women ia EReneeting (SWE), (ASDSO). For dairy goat aficio. To Join or Not To Join? 
the American Society of Civil Engineers nados, there is even an Ameri- The pros and cons of professional affiliation 
(ASCE) and the Institute of Electricand Elec- can Dairy Goat Association 

trical Engineers (IEEE). And they offer more (ADGA). 

than you thought: volunteering opportuni- Cons: Member fees 

ties, professional licensure, continuing edu- _In fact, there are so many or- Time ponent i 
cation and scholarships, to name a few. You ganizations out there that you That awkward “newcomer” stage 
could access all these and more by joininga need to beware of acronym ee aaah a a te 
professional engineering organization. homonyms. A.E.G. stands for Pros: Find jobs jobs jobs jobs 

boththe Association of Engi- Build resume ! 
neering Geologists and the As- eer ne eee ae A e i 

. . s6éiation of Exploxation eet other people with similar interests 

Your engineering degree from Geochemists. Check out the Keep up-to-date in your field 
UW-Madison will take you far. Yw-madison College of En- Make a name for yourself 

But classwork alone doesn’t _ gineering homepage for a list Continue learning 
prepare you for the chal- pe sepstieed USSD Saat | (binders, pens, levels, rulers, 

lenges ahead. So write your B Ons - Meet role models and mentors 

own professional ad and find Which group should I join? Attend skill ent ‘ 
the organization that is right Receive discounts on insurance, airfare, 

9g Club membership takes time and rental cars _ i ; 
for you. and effort, so don’t try to join Receive publications (technical magazines 

——T—S every group that looks interest- and newsletters) Biot Babel 
ing. This is where your profes- Improve your profession’s visibility 

The most practical reason to join? Itisa great — sional ad becomes important. Access equipment and supplies 
way to network, and networking is the most Decide what is most important Apply for scholarships j 
effective way to find a job. Italso looks good to you. If your needs don’t Eases transition from student to professional 
on your resume. match the organization’s Builds leadership skills r 

agenda, you'll be dissatisfied Gives your homework meaning 
But students who are involved in engineer- and frustrated. For example, Find jobs jobs jobs jobs 

ing organizations don’t only talk about the | say you’re a mechanical engi- 
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eevee eres eg ee national professional organization). The 

ee oo - a eee io es | AEGaccepted them, and the young geologi- 
Dei " oe eee no 4 xineere were 
reas a “ i OE ec - cal engineers were happy. 

eee ms We 
— orate B ae nee 7 NS oe ‘| But they wanted to do more than change 

e  ——, gs a ~=—S—té‘“<is*™*™:*CS their name from GGL Society to UW AEG. 
Lo ’ [i =| Solast October they went to the annual AEG 

a >, Soe Soe.” 4 | SELLE, oes 

ce el 5 ‘aties 
Cl ee je’ ae They learned about exciting new techniques 

ee ney ng new feehnid 
Pare Ay 7 f eo. |} oe in groundwater remediation, landslide 

oe ae Co ho en | <— R @ analysis, karst mitigation and tunneling. 

eae ee 4 és ' Se - oe EF Se. a 3 They talked to engineers and owners instead 
arr Sie em 9, a . IS of recruiters. They met other dirt-loving 
oo ae i oe geeks and made new friends from Colorado, 

ee eee ay, Toes _ |g Missouri and Mississippi. The young en- 

eae & eee Te a >... \ we gineers learned how to organize people and 

~ . — ~ ~ plan activities. They met employers, and 
Engineers from the GLE society enjoy the view atop the St. Louis Arch. they gained confidence in their technical 

skills. Thanks to a professional engineering 

yourself to an officer and ask about the Too good to be true? organization, they were finally prepared to 

group. All leaders want to see their or- graduate and live happily ever after. True story. 
ganizations grow, and they will be ec- Once upon a time the Geological Engineer- ; a / 
static to meet you. Find someone new _ ing Society (GLE socitey, a student group not Author Bio: Ellen Considine is a senior ma- 
to talk to, and sign up for club activi- affiliated with a national professional orga- _joring in Geological Engineering. She has 
ties. Soon you'll be reaping the rewards _ nization) applied for membership to the As- found happiness with UW AEG and the Wis- 
of membership. sociation of Engineering Geologists (AEG,a _ consin Engineer. 
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By Eric Vieth PP g 

here are two very special rhesus mon- a ope i . 2 
key infants roaming about the Wis- ar es ne aaa : oe 
consin Regional Primate Research ‘i Si eae cd Ags. ; 

Center. These infants, which are short-tailed S Nae Mes ie . ws we a 

monkeys native to southeast Asia (genus Pay. | Se xe See ae i : 

Macaca), were born at the UW-Madison fa- vA SS SU la FS as “ . “i 
cility and are the first genetically modified { a xe ee SSS cay oo: ee i iS . See me tea t 
monkeys to be born with functional transgenic Ate ey De Ss So Se 4 
organs.’ The monkeys have placentas that Bie & MV ~ aS a eres oe 
contain a gene from a jellyfish. This gene, C10. nee fk % a - Seok < SS Lhe 
which causes cells to have a green glow, was LA ae pire eee 3] SSS Eh he . ep OA, | oS ee > de 
transferred into the genome of a rhesus em- ‘ Ge: he nak 2 ages a Se Seg 3 
bryo and placed into a surrogate mother. CA hs 3 ‘a _ ce ee Sie 

Fe re “ Sa eg OD I 
The purpose of producing these hybrid mon- : ; Fr peak . cf : ? “s eee a aa Se : 
keys is to develop a better understanding of fa ie ee) ee ~ 
genetic diseases in humans. The monkeys 7% A) is own “ae SS 
are used as models in determining which ae uN Bee Se: _ SESS. 

: . oad PAR! sd SENN Se 1 genes can cause or cure diseases.’ The jelly- | ng oan BAS : _ REA SREOESs , ‘ ‘ OAL CALE Kt a “ 
fish gene was chosen because it creates a oh [. "9 f OA S Ve . SoS eS NS > . 0 Se ye. wa ioe Sa protein that glows green and enables scien- | 1 ee ~~ a> ae ; ae ONS 
tists to confirm whether or not the gene is ee ss 7 = eS at = ae SOS 
active within the host cell. This experiment, rae . et > Wy 2 ‘ Caw ; > [SSS 

‘ of 4, , A SAN -., 
which creates a marker or, “reporter,” gene, | .. - es tat eh & fd pe i. . Soe LN <veu 

was performed in order to investigate the Wi ent Lge oy ts BEN Vocae . . . . us pe - ie = cs Ee jae “oa 2 a 
practicality of inserting a foreign gene into | aoe A omen) wo “a ee = A Ae, 
a non-human primate, as well as studying ak as Peltere NE, Ne ae; Se) AN 

. , 5 ¥ Aa > LEAT Sonckeenrt Ube eee Ae et 
the interaction of this gene with both the | OG 2, i he oes ao pe yg 
mother and the fetus. The success of this ie 2) y Lp A Ae Se oe. CRESS 
gene transfer will accelerate the develop- | _ ie pM DOS SSS ra MET ee yo eae " ASN 
ment of genetic engineering techniques such ee A ee? RG Ree CS aa ee ue yg ; iE 
as inserting disease-causing genes into mon- i, Ah ELIS aes en ae POLY N a t Ret ve TRY WE 
keys. Scientists could then analyze the effects Uae RRR hia Set Wie LN 18 

i i i uy : : ns y f PAR me 4 of these diseases with hopes of creating pos- ws On / F : oe A mye Nola oS 18 ible cures Le SES NR sible cures. Bits if: tie } Hees. NSS 

a s feta Be ais TC ein Ne Sah Ra AN : 
yes at  ANEROY ie aaa Ns eG ote 8 

. = ees) OA CERN: Vas a a g 
Diseases such as Alzheimer’s Pa De ita en AAA ARO AB Sy. : NE 3 

i. fi : A mother Rh nkey cradl i 5 and cystic fibrosis could jesus monkey cradles one of the genetically altered baby monkeys. 

possibly be eradicated 
through genetic engineering animals will provide more applicable dataand _ netically modify a primate in January of 
_— understanding of human diseases. In the past, 2001. The researchers were successful in 8 Pp 

only mice, sheep and bacteria were genetically _ engineering the birth of three rhesus mon- y P 8 y 8) 8 
Rhesus monkeys were chosen for these stud- engineered —mice being the mostcommonly _ key infants with a transplanted jellyfish 
ies because their genome and physiology are used for this type of transgenic research.' gene. Only one of the three monkeys sur- 
very similar to those of humans. Rhesus vived and was named ANDi (backwards for 
monkeys are close relatives tohumans(DNA __ Scientists at the Oregon Regional Primate “inserted DNA”). The difference between 1 : 8 8! 
differs by just over 1%), and the use of these Research Center (OPRC) were the first to ge- ANDi and the two UW-Madison monkeys 
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is that the foreign jellyfish gene wasn’t ac- | oo — ee |i oo oe2 ee ‘ 

tive in ANDi. The gene in the UW-Madison a ae i eo 3 gpa — ee AES 

monkeys is active and able to function the (fs oe oo ee oo i ba — ae 

way it would in a jellyfish. This is signifi- | Bie PORN —. | Mabe BY Aare i a 

cant because it is essential for the mutated | tens og Sy Cl Ae eg GR val ee 

gene to be active in transplant experi- | Weg! vo ee _ EE te BY psec gan & 
; oor | Naty) eS | Be Wy Fis, |= 

ments. Ney ltig oN | i BH OT SEEN |S 
Cee ne" °C A aa a 

The two UW-Madison monkeys were born fe | ‘ead | HL i fs Ae iv bi 5 
with the active gene in their placental cells.’ Pet oe So ‘ _ NOG _ i] a ag i Ky fk 8 

The role of the placenta is to supply nour [ ST . | Waa i SS yy aa % 

ishment to the fetus during pregnancy. Thus, [ 8 (8 a av Vo eo! co ae 3 
this experiment is geared towards develop- Ab E L < ae ; . ~ 
ing ways to explore problems or defects as- ove are Early (A) and Late (B) stages in the modified embryo’s development. 

sociated with human reproduction. Prob- 

lems with the placenta are believed to cause References: ~ —— - ~ 
infertility and miscarriages.’ The way the Architecture - Engineering - Planning - Interiors 

placenta functions is still somewhat unclear ' BBC Online, “GM Monkey First,” Flad & Associates 
to scientists, and these new transgenic pla- www.bbe.co.uk , January 2001. 

centas will be valuable in future research . : 

related to pregnancy issues. 2 Wolfgang, M. J., Eisele, S. G., Browne, M. Interested applicants should send 

A., Schotzko, M. L., Garthwaite , M. A., their resume to: 

Using monkeys as human disease models Durning, M., Ramezani, A., Hawley, R. G., 

poses a question of ethics. These experiments Thomson, J. A., and Golos, T. G., “Rhesus Flad & Associates 
also pose the risk of permanently altering the | Monkey Placental Transgene Expression Human Resources 

gene pools of rhesus monkeys. Many animal _ After Lentiviral Gene Transfer Into Preim- PO Box 44977 

rights interest groups, including the British _ plantation Embryos,” Proceedings of the Na- Madison, WI 53744-4977 

Union for the Abolition of Vivisection tional Academy of Sciences , September 11, fax 608-238-6727 
(BUAV), are strongly opposed to using these 2001. 
monkeys for antic research. BUAV www flad.com 

° Marchione, M., “Jellyfish Gene Placed Into 

—_  —__ Monkey Embryos; UW Work on Functioning, 
They are the first genetically Foreign Gene is a First,” Milwaukee Journal 

—_ Sentinel, September 11, 2001. 
modified monkeys to be born 
with functional transgenic ‘Bernton, H., “Monkey Gets a Jellyfish’s 

organs DNA,” The Seattle Times Company, Janu- 
ary 12, 2001. 

spokeswoman Wendy Higgins states, “It’s | Author Bio: Eric Vieth is a junior majoring 

bad enough using rodents, but for scientists in Civil Engineering. Eric will be studying 

to play God with primate genes is morally abroad for the spring semester in Brisbane, 

abhorrent.”! On the other hand, scientists Australia. He’ll stay there as long as the surf 

explain that these experiments are going to is up or until the women want him to leave. 

be monitored very closely and that a major _ He could be there a lona time. 

priority will be to ensure the well being of the e dary DW 

animals. Professor Gerald Schatten of the OPRC PES EW ni £3 

claims that the number of monkeys used in «Campus Shuttle ? hs pve? 

this type of research will be minimal. Schatten E “ {\ i> 

further says, “Our goal isn’t to make sick mon- HOTEL & RESTAURANT ~ Pristine Guest Roos i) 

keys. Our goal is to eradicate diseases.”' Qn * Special UW Rate WH 

gem IS * Award-Winning Restaurant iy 

UW-Madison researchers have brought us a TMAH elatinite Pub Vs 

one step closer to curing many devastating YGe TARE ee ip ep. Fabuilius-Suniday Beutel 

human diseases. Although the two geneti- x PT] See a [are ae TEEL ly a BES cnn 

cally modified monkeys provide insight into : acai eno tS BC isecad att RA * Banquet Facilities and 

the health of the placenta, many other hu- * a ccerspeensen Gest Meeting Rooms 
is j Experience the Distinctive Hospitality | 

man diseases are going to be explored ye ofa More Gracious Era “The Quiet Elegance and Charm of a Colonial lun, 

through this type of experimentation. In the Eh : S ° Nestled in the Heart of Madison” 

future, diseases such as Alzheimer’s and N¥ ivy Inn Hotel And Restaurant 

cystic fibrosis could possibly be eradicait) SIAN OTS oy in amano Foe hae VYTNS 
rough genetic engineering. For now, we'll See ay eS 

just have to put up with a couple playful, Y vw 
glowing monkeys. 
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A UW-Madison Tradition 

By Amanda Andrew This is Shaw’s family attendance at UW- tended UW-Madison in 1879, there were 
_ Madison: only three buildings: Bascom Hall, North 

amily traditions. Baking cookies, deco _¢ Great-great-grandmother: 1879 to 1881 Hall, and South Hall. Shaw says that story 
rating for the holidays, making apple _ ¢ Her daughter Helen (Great grandmother): _ might be a myth, as he became interested 
cider as fall turns into winter, attend- BS in 1919 and MS in 1920 enough in the history to look up some dates. 

ing UW-Madison? ¢ George Robert Shaw (Great grandfather): He found that the Red Gym was actually 
Ph, D. in 1920 built before 1879 but is unsure of whether or 

David Shaw has a very unique and interest- _¢ John (Grandfather): 1944 with a BS E.E. not it was UW property. 
ing family background, one including five |e Ann Axness (Grandmother): 1942 to 1945 
generations of UW-Madison graduates. — ¢ John Shaw III (Father): 1972 witha BS E.E. When asked if there was anything else he 
Shaw was born and lived in Renton, WA, ¢ Kathleen Beauparlant (Mother): BS wanted to add about his choice of school, 
before coming to the University. When his education or his family background, 
asked if there was any family pressure to at- Shaw also has multiple aunts, uncles and Shaw replied, “It’s just such a great oppor- 
tend UW-Madison, he had a surprising an- _ cousins who have attended UW-Madison in tunity to carry on this tradition, not a lot of 
swer. “My mom told us that of course she fields such as Meteorology, Philosophy, people to get do something like this. It’s a 
would like it if one of us decided to attend | Music and Engineering. The father-in-law of __ nice place, buta big change; it’s always a big 
Madison, but there was never any real pres- one of his uncles, Dr. J. Howard Mathews, change when you are somewhere 2500 miles 
sure to come. I think that it’s kind of neat to actually had the Chemistry building named from home, but I like it.” 
continue the tradition.” While family tradi- after him (originally the J. Howard Mathews 
tion did play a big part in his decision to at- Chemical Laboratory, now called the Daniels Author Bio: Amanda Andrew is a freshman 
tend UW-Madison, the fact that the Univer- and Mathews Building). planning to major in Journalism. She knows 
sity is highly reputable was also a deciding next to nothing about engineering and is find- 
factor. When Shaw's great-great-grandmother at- _ ing this a very interesting experience. 
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A photo of Helen and Robert Shaw from 1919. It appears the photo was taken atop Bascom Hill overlooking Lake Mendota. 
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Robert Shaw continued the family tradition of attending UW-Madison. 
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Besides attending UW-Madison, many of Shaw’s relatives attended church like these women. 
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Ethics and the Modern 
a 

Professional -————= 
ce be —— ; ae 

—.DlhrhmUmUmU 
a , 
Va« i |. 
ee | - 86h] . . vs -) By Andrew Wentland systematic ap- WT oy 4 — ae 

proach to ethical <Ou | ileal ala ” 
ay you discover that an office build- situations, not on CE ee 4 es ee £@ ‘ 
ing you helped design a year ago has _ how they feel about beams re ha cA ae ; So 
a flaw that could be devastating. With a given problem. In ge i ee . | 

the building complete and occupied, you her article, she ae ee | - Pye , | < 
face a dilemma. What do you do? What is _ writes, “In our role oe Lem 4) ‘ | : I 8 
ethical? What role do ethics play in training as teachers, we are aL VAs a q rr > 
and teaching an engineer? These questions charged with evalu- i | i ) _ = 
are frequently on the minds of engineers, stu- ating students on | | ._ | he g 
dents and professors. their knowledge |__| ene 8 

and skills rather . . . 
One of the greatest concerns in engineering than their values Sarah K. A. Pfatteicher, Ph.D., is an Assistant Dean of . 
education is how to teach ethics. Often, and beliefs. We Academic Affairs at the UW-Madison College of Engineering. 
teachers’ own standards can have an effect — should strive, then, 
on their teaching. Ethics in technology is to teach our students about ethics rather than or limiting access generally is not a goal or 
important due to its impact on human safety. to teach them to be ethical.” The students tactic we should take.” 

are graded on how well they think and ar- 
Sarah K.A. Pfatteicher, Ph.D., isan Assistant gue each situation. So what steps can we take? Some organiza- 
Dean of Academic Affairs of the College of tions, such as the American Society of Civil 
Engineering at UW-Madison. Asa historian Since ethics deal with critical thinking, Engineering, have developed codes of eth- 
of engineering ethics, Pfatteicher under-  Pfatteicher recommends setting up a class- _ ics over the last century. These set codes of 
stands the roles played by each engineer.She room to evoke thought from the students. If ethics are simply based on organizations’ 
conducted research on ethics with anempha- a student is accustomed to critical thinking, opinions, but one can examine them and see 
sis on civil engineering disasters. he or she is more likely to be ethical in the how they argued over what is ethical. 

real world. Pfatteicher explains that when a 
“Ethics helps us think through how to use _ product is designed, developers need to take To Pfatteicher, “Ethics goes beyond a code 
the information that is available to us,” into consideration not only its ability to func- _ of ethics that you can see in writing, in part 
Pfatteicher states. “Ethics is about critical tion properly, but also how it might be because engineering for most people is a ca- 
thinking.” used. reer and nota job. To be an engineer is some- 

thing that goes beyond the job title that you 
If students are taught to think about ethics, Aside from motivating students to think, have. If you are an engineer, you are an en- 
according to Pfatteicher, they are more likely another challenge Pfatteicher faces is to gineer 24 hours a day. An engineer is your 
to make sound decisions when they are out avoid grading based on her own ethical identity and it is not where you go to work. 
on their own. “I think of teaching in much _ opinions. She explains, “I am aware of my To bean engineer means to involve ethics in 
the same way that I think of parenting. That __ limitations, that as much as I would like to all aspects of your life.” 
at some point I know Iam going to have to _ be objective when I grade, as much as I try 
let these students go, or let this kid go.” to be objective when I grade, grading is an Ethics are not solely based on individual 

incredibly subjective exercise.” opinions. Although a specific code of ethics 
Pfatteicher states, “One question is whether can be found in each person, society has 
you can in fact teach an adult to behave a The events of September 11th further com- reached a general consensus as to what is 
certain way, to have certain attitudes about plicated the ethical debate. Recently, the abil- ethical. Many do not realize it, but when a 
engineering and what ought tobe done with ity to freely access the Internet was dis- population gasps at a tragedy, those feelings 
it.” The Accreditation Board for Engineering cussed. Since anyone can go toa library, log are derived from a standard. Even though 
and Technology (ABET) requires colleges to onto the Internet, and look up plans for mak- _ one cannot teach someone to be ethical, one 
teach ethics to students. This emphasizes the ing an atomic bomb, congressmen question can hope that a person will make the correct 
role that ethics has in education, especially in _ the ethics of free access to that type of infor- decisions based on thorough thought. 
a college that maintains ABET accreditation. mation. Pfatteicher comments, “One of the 

lessons of ethics is about how to use infor- Author Bio: Andrew Wentland is a freshman 
Pfatteicher had to personally develop her mation, and I personally believe that access _ in engineering. This is his second article for 
teaching methods to test students on their to information is a good thing. Censorship _ the Wisconsin Engineer. 
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By Carl Edguist i ea 

Last December, a war was raging in the video game business. Sony's PlayStation 2, 
Nintendo's GameCube, and Microsoft's X-Box battled for customers’ holiday money. amass 
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The X-Box, which debuted last fall, is Microsoft’s Weim iL ‘ en 3 
attempt to get into the video game market. An employee stands proudly next to the Halo demo for the X-Box. ———————————_—_—_—_—_—— eee _—v—O3T™O®O SS QQ 
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Reminiscing About Engineering IV 
By Nicholas P. Mueller 

This article, the final installment of the "History of Engineering” conference covers a special supplementary session of “pulpit” during which 

various faculty members have attempted to explain their teaching methods. It was, for this reporter at least, a very revealing experience. 

Teaching Advice: What I really was looking for was ..." then repeat almost exactly 
what the student’s response was. Not only does this make you 

e Always remember that you, as a professor, are not here to teach. look really smart, it makes the student look really stupid for giv- 

You are here to do research and gain tenure. If you are already ing an incorrect response. 

tenured, you are here to relax. 
e Always make your questions to the class sound rhetorical. This 

e Let's get this out of the way first: Do not make the mistake of way, the students will think that you do not want an answer, and 

caring for your students. The sniveling little snots may be the then you can play-act frustration with them and yell because "No- 

future of the world, but you know any one of them would leap at body answers questions in this class, why?" 

the chance to stab you in the back and take your job, being those 

damnable young Turks they are. e Aska lot of simple questions in class, but do not state them ina 
rhetorical manner. Then railroad right over the raised hands and 

e Always remember to find the brightest young Turk in your the proffered answers with your own responses, embarrassing the 

class right away and ruin his standing amongst his peers by wreck- students and making them feel dumb. 

ing his class average with tough grading. In fact, ruin all the 

student’s averages. That way, you can instate a large curve and e Always make sure a sufficient amount of fear, uncertainty and 

make depressed-sounding comments about how "This is the worst doubt (FUD) revolves around your entire class, especially the exam 

performing class ever" and "My God, what has happened to stu- questions. FUD is your best friend in professorship, as it will un- 

dents since I was in college," etc.. doubtedly cause you to be treated as a wise man of great learning, 
who can’t be bothered by student questions, complaints or prob- 

e Never actually learn the material you are teaching in the class, lems, which is, of course, really the case anyway. 

as this is below you (and your advanced research). Gin up a bunch 

of either really neat or really bad Power Point slides and present ¢ Always allow students to get extensions on homework or else a 

them instead of actually teaching. Address all student questions delay on a test for reasons such as health or travel plans. This 

to your TA, and flatly refuse to actually work problems in class way, you can delay grading the work of the entire class until that 

unless your TA has ginned up Power Point slides for the ques- student has turned in or taken the exam. Also, they provide a 

tion. shield/easy excuse for you when the other students start demand- 

ing their work back. 

e Don’t be flustered by student questions if you have not had 

time to make a TA gin up the answer and slides. Preface any re- Teaching Assistant Advice: 

sponses in lecture with "Well this is really some difficult material 

to explain..." and then feel free to write pretty much whatever e Always grab a TA.While they may require some maintenance 

you want on the board. As long as there is a significant amount of (e.g., you may actually have to talk with them), they can generally 

writing and erasing, eventually all your students will give up on field all questions relating to class material preventing you from 

writing down the answer and the problem will be solved. having to deal with all those snot-nosed little sycophants who can 

barely grasp the material. 

e Alternately, if forced to address student questions one may take 

this tack: First play a thoughtful look across your face, then morph e Be sure to always check up on your TA in lab or discussion 

to confusion. Murmur under your breath to yourself or stroke sections. This way, you keep them on their toes and make them 

your chin for maximal effect. All the while, stare directly at the very nervous, which is how they should be. Take every opportu- 

student as if he or she was "that guy" and then dive into a com- nity to point out the TA’s mistakes in these sections, as it proves 

pletely different subject. how good and smart a professor you really are. It also allows you 
to keep an eye on that pretty, young freshman who is always bat- 

e Whenever a student starts to say something correct in response ting her eyes at you. 
to a question, nod your head and murmur statements of agree- 

ment. When he or she is finished, then state "Well, yeah, but no. 
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We enable learning. We manage currency worldwide. And believe it or not, 

we play a part in saving lives. At Compaq, we take pride in sitting back and 

listening to people ask, "How does that happen?" — because we’re making 

it happen. From worldwide banking and credit card transa tions to 911 

calls and stock exchanges, our systems are creating global solutions. Looking 

for a job with benefits? They don’t get much bigger than that. 

COMPAG compaq.com/jobs 

Inspiration Technology 

Compaq Computer Corporation. COMPAQ and the Compaq logo Registered in U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. 
Leading with technology. Achieving workforce diversity, affirmative a tion and equal opportunity.
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